martin phillips Fri, 7 Aug, 17:51 (14 hours ago)

RUN 2621
Good to see great turnout at the geebung Rsl car park. Comments made about the graffiti on the rear
wall of the tattoo parlour. Tinkabell making a closer inspection but with no further insight except we
know we are in a celebrious area.
Gm verbal called the rBble to order and introduced hares hand job and minder not seen since
precovid and the Spanish flu. Looking good minder
So promise of no hills. Normal spiel and off we go runners till in single figures. From memory
tinker bell.scruffy, craft, bugs, inspector Rex followed up with Ron the bomb, fang and mudguard.
So through the backstreets of the surrounding area with check backs but a well marked trail
although some of the markings were a bit sus. Into some narrow paths between new sections of
housing estates. The area now taking on a different feel with the older places being done up.
Eventually back along Newman road and onto the onon
Tinker bell making a complaint that the homeless were trying to muscle onto the run as the
eventually arrived some time after the walkers
Tub recounted a story of his neighbours wife recounting a dream of the recently deceased husband
who has come back as a rabbit in the back of Dubbo. Then it was monk snappy ringing in the call to
prayer and dishing out tots of fine wine to the miscreants. A close selection of sotw with anchovy
commenting on an armless girl at the recently completed fahrt at my barney not getting legless
(extremely poor taste) but the outright winner being layup (stand in 4X) for forgetting to cook the
surprise peas. Hey these are surprise peas!!!
So on and into the Rsl. Not sure of the food but beer was cold. Well organised by the hares. I think
the monk mislaid the bell. Hope he recovers it for the next run or there can be no call to prayer
Btw there was a visitor. Some ole hashman name escapes the memory. That's the problem with
being nominated to write the run report late in the piece.
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